
Grow
Modernizing Social Connection



Not many people want to overcome the
social barrier of connecting.

A wonderful serenity has taken

Why are social
interactions
awkward?

It is awkward to connect on a multitude of
platforms.

There is no streamline set process to
connect with someone.



What do 
we do?
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Grow helps transfer information
with the touch of two phones
and Bluetooth. Either buy our
RFIDs, or hop on to connect to
instantly connect with people
around you!

Using device to device
networking technology, Grow is
a tool that smoothens the initial

connection process to just a
touch between devices. 

By making a very routine way to
help humans form relationships,

we can bridge the initial self-
consciousness of initiating a

social connection.

This platform can support the
transfer of user-controlled

social outlets like Facebook,
LinkedIn, and Instagram outlets

You can visualize social circles. It
is often not the easiest thing to
remember connections, until Grow!

How does Grow help?



How to use Grow?

Go make your own profile! Sign up on the
app and go make the profile and social
outlets you want to share!

Step 1

Start discovering events and swapping
information! Keep an easy list of all the
people you have met.

Step 2

As your connections grow, use the maps
feature to see all your common links and
capitalize to grow your circles!

Step 3

Finally host your own events and add yous
on the tech stack for people to smoothly
connect with each other

Step 4



Track and add events to attend!

Search and update anyone you met!

Open and connect with anyone nearby!

Visualize your social circles

Track all your recent connections



Create your own one-pager profile
that encompasses everything. Not
only will you connect but also
introduce!

Add only and any outlets that you want!

Add your skills and float your one
pager to recruiters!

Keep track of where you met people!

Put multiple photos to show off your
portfolio and creativity skills


